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It was recently demonstrated that the connectivities of bands emerging from zero frequency in
dielectric photonic crystals are distinct from their electronic counterparts with the same space groups.
We discover that, in an AB-layer-stacked photonic crystal composed of anisotropic dielectrics, the
unique photonic band connectivity leads to a new kind of symmetry-enforced triply degenerate points
at the nexuses of two nodal rings and a Kramers-like nodal line. The emergence and intersection of
the line nodes are guaranteed by a generalized 1/4-period screw rotation symmetry of Maxwell’s
equations. The bands with a constant kz and iso-frequency surfaces near a nexus point both disperse
as a spin-1 Dirac-like cone, giving rise to exotic transport features of light at the nexus point. We
show that the spin-1 conical diffraction occurs at the nexus point which can be used to manipulate the
charges of optical vortices. Our work reveals that Maxwell’s equations can have hidden symmetries
induced by the fractional periodicity of the material tensor components and hence paves the way to
finding novel topological nodal structures unique to photonic systems.
Introduction
Discovering and synthesizing symmetry-protected topolog-
ical (SPT) band degeneracies, including nodal points1–13
and nodal lines (NLs)14–25, is a rapidly growing frontier
in the field of topological materials. The initial impe-
tus for the area came from realizing elusive relativistic
quasi-particles, e.g. 3-dimensional (3D) Weyl and Dirac
fermions, in both electronic crystalline materials1–4 and
photonic crystals (PhCs)5–13. Interestingly, since the
crystallographic space groups impose fewer constraints
on the energy bands than the continuous Poincaré group,
more exotic multifold band crossings were found in lattice
systems26, which have no counterparts in high-energy
physics. As a remarkable example, certain space groups
allow the existence of triply degenerate points in the band
structures, forming either as isolated point nodes carrying
monopole charges, so-called spin-1 Weyl points26–30, or as
nexuses connecting several NLs31–33. On the other hand,
the SPT band crossings can also be classified according to
whether they are merely symmetry-allowed (accidental)
or symmetry-enforced34,35. The former are only perturba-
tively stable, whereas the symmetry-enforced degeneracies
are robust against any large symmetry-preserving defor-
mations and are currently drawing more attention due to
their deterministic nature25,34,35.
In PhCs, the topology of band structures is usually
thought to be adequately described by spinless space
groups, provided that special internal symmetries, such
as electromagnetic (EM) duality, are not imposed on the
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EM materials. However, in dielectric PhCs, there are
always two gapless bands emerging from zero frequency
and momentum, ω = |k| = 0, irrespective of the space
group representations at that point. Watanabe and Lu
recently revealed that this intrinsic singularity of EM
fields permits higher minimal connectivity for the lowest
photonic bands than for their electronic counterparts with-
out spin-orbit coupling, and may further enforce unique
photonic band crossings even in symmorphic lattices36.
This pioneering study uncovered the tip of the hidden
characteristics of Maxwell’s equations that are relevant
to photonic band connectivities. In general, the station-
ary Maxwell’s equations can be written as a generalized
eigenvalue problem,(
0 i∇×
−i∇× 0
)(
E
H
)
= ω
(
ε↔(r) χ↔(r)
χ↔(r)† µ↔(r)
)(
E
H
)
, (1)
where we henceforth denote the curl matrix and the con-
stitutive matrix on the left and right sides of Eq. (1) as Nˆ
and Mˆ(r), respectively. Since all space group transforma-
tions leave the curl matrix Nˆ invariant, a PhC respects a
space group symmetry Aˆ, only if its constitutive tensor
obeys AˆMˆ(r)Aˆ−1 = Mˆ(r). However, a generic symmetry
A˜ of Maxwell’s equations (1) operates on the Hamilto-
nian Hˆ(r) = Mˆ(r)−1Nˆ of EM fields, namely requiring
A˜Hˆ(r)A˜−1 = Hˆ(r), and not on Nˆ and Mˆ(r) separately.
This fact implies that the conventional space groups alone
are insufficient to determine the symmetry properties as
well as the band connectivities of photonic systems.
In this work, we propose a simple layer-stacked photonic
structure consisting of anisotropic dielectrics to exemplify
such hidden symmetries of Maxwell’s equations beyond
space groups. We show that a hidden symmetry, more
specifically, a generalized fractional screw rotation symme-
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FIG. 1. AB-layer-stacked photonic crystal made of a generic biaxial dielectric. a Structure of the PhC, where the two insets
display the iso-frequency surfaces in the xz plane of the biaxial dielectrics in layer A (orange) and layer B (green). b Band
structure along high symmetry lines in the ky = 0 plane for the PhC with ε1 = 2, ε2 = 13, ε3 = 1, and rotation angle θ = pi/5.
The blue and magenta lines represent the bands with odd and even Mˆy parities respectively. The red dots correspond to the
nodal lines along which two bands with opposite Mˆy parities intersect. The orange and purple dots denote the threefold and
fourfold degenerate nexus points respectively. c Sketch map of two red nodal rings (corresponding to the two lowest red dots in
b) crossing a Kramers-like nodal line (blue line) at two nexus points in the first (bulk) Brillouin zone of the PhC.
try, together with time reversal symmetry guarantees the
emergence of Kramers-like straight NLs passing through
the Brillouin zone (BZ) center, and results in unusual
photonic band connectivities. Furthermore, we demon-
strate that the lowest Kramers-like NL can almost always
intersect with two other SPT nodal rings at two triply
degenerate nexus points (NPs), which can be seen as a
new kind of magnetic monopole connecting Berry flux
strings in momentum space37–39. By breaking the hid-
den symmetry, we lift the two NPs and achieve type-II
and type-III nodal rings in the PhC19–21. In addition,
the peculiar anisotropic band structure in the vicinity of
the NPs, especially the spin-1 conical dispersion of the
iso-frequency surfaces, may lead to novel transport phe-
nomena. As an example, we show how optical vortices can
be manipulated via the spin-1 conical diffraction effect40
for a beam incident at an NP.
Results
The photonic crystal considered here consists of two types
of dielectric layer (A and B) stacked periodically along
the x direction which are homogeneous in the transverse
yz plane. The A and B layers have equal thicknesses, L/2,
and are both composed of the same kind of nondispersive
anisotropic dielectric with principal relative permittivity
values of ε1, ε2, ε3 ( 6= ε1), whereas the optical axes of the
dielectric rotate alternatively in the AB layers as shown
in Fig. 1a. Specifically, the second principal axis of the
materials is fixed along the y direction, while the first
principle axis is rotated by an angle θ counterclockwise
(clockwise) from the x axis in layer A (B). As such, the
PhC’s relative permittivity tensor in xyz coordinates is
given by
ε
↔
r =
εxx 0 εxz0 εyy 0
εzx 0 εzz
 , (2)
where εxz = εzx = ±g = ± (ε1 − ε3) sin θ cos θ flips
its sign between layers A and B, while the diagonal
elements εxx =
(
cos2 θε1 + ε3 sin
2 θ
)
, εyy = ε2, and
εzz =
(
sin2 θε1 + ε3 cos
2 θ
)
are all constant. The band
structure along high symmetry lines of the PhC is plot-
ted in Fig. 1b (see supplementary information S1 for the
analytical calculation).
Space group symmetries
The space group of the PhC is R2 o Rod(22), i.e. the
semidirect product of the 2-dimensional continuous trans-
lational group R2 in the yz plane and the nonsymmorphic
rod group 22 (pmcm)41 associated with discrete transla-
tions along the x-axis. Here, we focus on several space
group symmetries relevant to the band crossings in the
ky = 0 plane.
First, the PhC is invariant under the mirror reflection
(Mˆy) about the y = constant planes, which permits the
bands with opposite (odd and even) mirror parities to
intersect along NLs in the Mˆy-invariant plane ky = 014–16,
as marked by the red dots in Fig. 1b and the red rings
in Fig. 1c (also see Fig. 3 for the 3D band structures).
Second, the combined inversion and time reversal sym-
metry (PT ) quantizes the Berry phase encircling the
nodal lines as pi, stabilizing the nodal lines against local
PT -preserving perturbations15–18. Third, the PhC has a
twofold screw symmetry Sˆ2x : (x, y, z)→ (x+ L2 ,−y,−z).
3Together with T , the combined symmetry ΘˆL/2 = T Sˆ2x
ensures that all Bloch states are doubly degenerate in the
kx = ±pi/L plane (corresponding to the twofold degener-
ate bands along X −M in Fig. 1b)12.
However, although the space group only supports 1D
irreducible representations along the Γ−Z line, the band
structure shows that two bands with the same Mˆy-parity
always linearly cross along this line regardless of the
dielectric parameters, and accordingly the two red nodal
rings intersect at two NPs (orange dots in Fig. 1c). This
indicates that the PhC system possesses a symmetry
beyond the crystallographic space group.
Hidden symmetry and Kramers-like nodal lines
Since the permittivity ε↔(r) and the Hamiltonian Hˆ(r) =
Mˆ(r)−1Nˆ of EM fields are generically tensors, the period-
icity of the system restricts the period of each component
of ε↔(r) to a fraction 1/n of the full period. As mentioned
in the introduction, the space group symmetries of the
PhC, e.g., Aˆ, are entirely encoded in the space-dependent
constitutive tensor as AˆMˆ(r)Aˆ−1 = Mˆ(r). However,
a generic symmetry A˜ of Maxwell’s equations (1) im-
plies that the whole Hamiltonian is invariant under A˜,
i.e., A˜Hˆ(r)A˜−1 = Hˆ(r), but allows A˜Mˆ(r)A˜−1 6= Mˆ(r).
Here, we show that such hidden symmetry can emerge
from the fractional periodicity of the dielectric compo-
nents in Eq. (2), thereby giving rise to Kramers-like NLs
along Γ− Z.
As an accessible entry point, we first consider the Mˆy-
odd subsystem in the ky = 0 plane. Since the PhC is
homogeneous in the y direction, the Mˆy-odd eigenstates,
ψodd = (Ey, Hx, Hz)
ᵀ, only depend on εyy. As εyy is
a global constant for the PhC in Fig. 1, the dispersion
along Γ−X can be regarded as simple folding of a linear
band, giving rise to degeneracies at Γ and X. Let us
consider a relaxed condition εyy(x + L/4) = εyy(x). In
this case, the odd subsystem has a fractional period L/4,
hence the width of the BZ of the subsystem is quadrupled
in the x direction. The Mˆy-odd band structure in the
original BZ can be obtained by folding the bands in the
quadruple BZ twice. In the quadruple BZ, the time rever-
sal symmetry ensures that the eigenstates at ±kx have
degenerate eigenfrequencies ω(kx) = ω(−kx). After band
folding, every pair of eigenstates with identical frequen-
cies at kx = ±2pi/L is shifted onto the same point along
the central line kx = 0. Consequently, the (4m + 2)th
and (4m+ 3)th Mˆy-odd bands (m ≥ 0 is an integer) are
degenerate along Γ− Z, as shown in Fig. 1b.
Even though the Mˆy-even subsystem in the ky = 0 plane,
characterized by the submatrix
(
εxx εxz
εzx εzz
)
of ε↔r, has the
same primitive period L as the whole system, it can be
demonstrated that the Hamiltonian of the subsystem with
respect to the eigenvector ψ′even = (Dx, Ez, Hy)ᵀ will only
depend explicitly on εxx, εzz, and ε2xz after a local U(1)
gauge transformation Uˆ(x, kz) = exp
[
ikz
∫ x
0
εxz(ξ)
εxx(ξ)
dξ
]
(see supplementary information S2). For the AB-layer-
stacked PhC in Fig. 1, εxx, εzz, and ε2xz are all constant,
therefore the intersections of Mˆy-even bands along Γ− Z
also result from the folding of a linear band. If we re-
lax the constraint on the three parameters from being
homogeneous to having a fractional period L/n, then
band crossings along Γ − Z can still exist. In fact, 4 is
the minimum value of n that maintains the space group
R2 o Rod(22) of the layer-stacked PhC and preserves the
appearance of the NLs along Γ−Z. More specifically, the
elements of the permittivity tensor should satisfy
εii(x+ L/4) = εii(x) (i = x, y, z), (3)
εxz(x+ L/4)
2 = εxz(x)
2 and εxz(x+ L/2) = −εxz(x),
(4)
where the second requirement in Eq. (4) is necessary to
keep the primitive period of the PhC of L.
If we focus on the minimum requirement case of L/4,
we can introduce a generalized 1/4-period twofold screw
operator, and prove that the complete Hamiltonian of
both Mˆy-even and odd subsystems in the ky = 0 plane is
invariant under the generalized 1/4-period twofold screw
rotation (see supplementary information S2),
S˜L/4Hˆ(ky = 0)S˜
−1
L/4 = Hˆ(ky = 0). (5)
The generalized 1/4-period twofold screw rotation about
the x-axis is defined as
S˜L/4 =
(
Pˆ− + Gˆ−1Uˆ†Pˆ+
)
Cˆ2xTˆx(
L
4 )
(
Pˆ− + GˆUˆ Pˆ+
)
, (6)
where Cˆ2x is the twofold rotation about the x-axis, Tˆx(L4 )
denotes the 1/4-period translation along x direction,
Pˆ± = 12 (Iˆ6×6 ± Mˆy) are the projection operators onto
Mˆy-even/odd subsystems, Uˆ is the aforementioned local
U(1) gauge transformation, and
Gˆ = Iˆ6×6 + (εxx(x)− 1)eˆ1eˆ1 + εxz(x)eˆ1eˆ3 (7)
transforms the eigenvector from Ψ = (E,H)ᵀ to Ψ′ =
(Dx, Ey, Ez,H)
ᵀ with the basis (eˆi)j = δij (i, j =
1, · · · , 6). In Fig. 2, we illustrate a more general example
of PhCs satisfying Eqs. (3) and (4). The corresponding
profiles of the dielectric components and the photonic
band structure are shown in Figs. 2a and b, respectively.
The generalized 1/4-period screw rotation operator is
pseudo-unitary42 and obeys
(
S˜L/4
)4
= Tˆx(L), thus its
eigenvalue for a Bloch state Ψ(kx, 0, 0) on the kx-axis
should be a fourth root of eikxL: S˜L/4Ψ(s)(kx, 0, 0) =
sei
kxL
4 Ψ(s)(kx, 0, 0), where the branch index s = ±1, ±i
classifies the bands in the ky = 0 plane into 4 groups. Com-
bining time reversal symmetry T with S˜L/4, we obtain the
pseudo-antiunitary symmetry of the PhC ΘˆL/4 = T S˜L/4
and have (see supplementary information S3)
Θˆ2L/4Ψ
(s)(0, 0, kz) = s
2 Ψ(s)(0, 0, kz), (8)
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FIG. 2. Consequence of the hidden symmetry S˜L/4 for band connectivity. a Profiles of the nonzero permittivity components in
one period for a PhC obeying Eqs. (3) and (4). b Band structure along high symmetry lines for the PhC with the permittivity
given by a. c Connectivity of the lowest four Mˆy-even and lowest four Mˆy-odd bands along Γ−X. The color at a point on the
bands displays the phase of the eigenvalue of S˜L/4 at that point. The labels, ±1, ±i, denote the branch indices, s, of the bands.
d Group velocities dω/dkz of the even (magenta) and odd (blue) bands changing along Γ−Z, which converge to the asymptotic
values c/
√
εmaxxx and c/
√
εmaxxx (two dashed lines), respectively, as kz →∞.
for the Bloch states on the kx = ky = 0 line (Γ − Z).
Following a similar derivation as the Kramers theorem,
Eq. (8) ensures that, when s = ±i, Ψ(±i)(0, 0, kz) and
Ψ˜(0, 0, kz) = ΘˆL/4Ψ
(±i)(0, 0, kz) are two distinct Bloch
states degenerate along Γ−Z, forming Kramers-like nodal
lines. Furthermore, since S˜L/4Ψ˜(0, 0, 0) = s∗ Ψ˜(0, 0, 0) =
∓i Ψ˜(0, 0, 0), each band of s = +i along the kx-axis has
to intersect with a band of s = −i at Γ (i.e. the blue dots
in Fig. 2c).
At BZ boundaries k = (± piL , 0, 0), the combined sym-
metry ΘˆL/2 = T Sˆ2x guarantees that an arbitrary state
Ψ(s)(± piL , 0, 0) with branch index s is degenerate with
Ψ˜(± piL , 0, 0) = ΘˆL/2Ψ(s)(± piL , 0, 0). Meanwhile, it can be
proved that S˜L/4Ψ˜(± piL , 0, 0) = −i s∗ Ψ˜(± piL , 0, 0), there-
fore every pair of bands intersecting at the zone boundaries
kx = ± piL must have indices of either s = +1 and −i or
s = −1 and +i (see the pairs of bands connecting at the
green dots in Fig. 2c).
Fig. 2b exhibits an important difference of the PhC with
reduced constraints compared to the PhC consisting of
homogeneous layers in Fig. 1: the 4th and 5th Mˆy-odd
(even) bands are gapped along Γ− Z. In fact, since the
4th Mˆy-odd (even) band has branch index s = +1, Eq. (8)
indicates that Ψ(+1) and Ψ˜ = ΘˆL/4Ψ(+1) can be the same
state. To achieve higher band connectivity along Γ−X,
we need the components of the permittivity to have a
smaller fractional period L/n (n > 4). The layered PhC
in Fig. 1 can be viewed as the limiting case of infinitesimal
fractional periodicity (n→∞).
Photonic band connectivity
Dielectric PhCs have a universal feature that there are
always two gapless photonic bands emerging from the sin-
gular point ω = |k| = 0, around which the Bloch modes
on the two gapless bands are transverse plane waves in
the long-wavelength limit36. If the PhCs further meet
the conditions of Eqs. (3) and (4), then the eigenvalues of
S˜L/4 for the two lowest bands connected to zero frequency
are both equal to −ei kxL4 , namely the first Mˆy even and
odd bands have the same branch index s = −1 (see supple-
mentary information S4). Starting from the first Mˆy-even
(odd) band along Γ−X, S˜L/4 symmetry ensures that at
least 4 bands with branch indices −1→ +i→ −i→ +1
(counting from the bottom) concatenate successively at
the Kramers-like degeneracies at kx = piL and kx = 0, as
shown in Fig. 2c. Consequently, the minimal band con-
nectivity (MBC) along Γ−X is 8 for bands connected to
zero frequency, which is beyond the prediction (MBC = 4)
made by only considering the twofold screw symmetry
Sˆ2x
36. MBC = 8 implies that the lowest 4 even and
lowest 4 odd bands inevitably intersect at least 3 times
(the red dots in Figs. 2b,c and in Fig. 1b) along the line
segment Γ−X, and therefore the unique photonic band
connectivity enforces the emergence of the two red nodal
rings shown in Fig. 1c. For bands not connected to zero
frequency, S˜L/4 symmetry leads toMBC = 4 along Γ−X,
which is also twice the result determined solely by the
space group.
In addition, Fig. 2b shows that all bands along Γ − Z
tend towards linear dispersion as kz →∞. Indeed, it can
be rigorously proved that, in an Mˆy-symmetric dielectric
5ky = 0 kx = 0 kz = kzNP- z = zNP
Type-II nodal ring
Type-III nodal ring
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b c d e
f
FIG. 3. Dispersion near the triple nexus points and nodal lines. a 3D band structure of the PhC in Fig. 1 on the high symmetry
plane ky = 0 illustrating that the 1st Mˆy-even band (magenta cone) intersects with a pair of Mˆy-odd bands (light blue surfaces)
along two red nodal rings, and the two odd bands coincide along the blue Kramers-like NL. The pair of orange dots shows
the nexus points of the 3 NLs. b, c, and d Zoomed-in band structures around the NP at kNP− in the ky = 0, kx = 0, and
kz = k
NP−
z sections, respectively, where the vertical coordinate δω = ω − ωNP. e Iso-frequency surfaces around the NP at
frequency ωNP, where the black tangential lines are obtained from the 1st order k · p Hamiltonian. f Band structure of a PhC
with broken hidden symmetry, where εyy takes different values in layers A and B of εAyy = 9 and εByy = 21, while all the other
components of ε↔r are identical to the case in a.
PhC with continuous translational symmetry along the
z-axis, all Mˆy-even and all Mˆy-odd bands have identical
asymptotic group velocities in the z direction, respectively
(see details in supplementary information S5),
lim
kz→∞
dωeven
dkz
=
c√
εmaxxx
, lim
kz→∞
dωodd
dkz
=
c√
εmaxyy
, (9)
where εmaxii denotes the maximum value of εii (i = x, y)
in the PhC, and c is the speed of light in vacuum, as
demonstrated by the numerical results in Fig. 2d. This
result can be understood from the physical picture that
the EM fields tend to concentrate in the regions of high
refractive index. In the short wavelength limit (kz →∞),
all the fields will be localized at the maximal permittivity
positions, and hence, only εmaxxx and εmaxyy determine the
asymptotic dispersion. This special property indicates
that, as long as εmaxxx 6= εmaxyy , e.g., εmaxxx < εmaxyy (εmaxxx >
εmaxyy ), the 1st Mˆy-even (odd) band has to intersect with
the 2nd and 3rd Mˆy-odd (even) bands, i.e., the 1st Mˆy-odd
(even) Kramers NL, on Γ− Z (the orange dot in Fig. 2b)
owing to their different asymptotic group velocities.
As a notable consequence, almost any layer-stacked dielec-
tric PhC respecting Mˆy and the hidden symmetry S˜L/4
(e.g. the AB-layer-stacked PhC in Fig. 1) must carry a
pair of triply degenerate nodes as the nexuses of the two
Mˆy-symmetry-protected nodal rings (red rings in Fig. 1c)
and 1st Kramers-like NL (blue line in Fig. 1c) for the
bands connecting to ω = |k| = 0, as displayed in Fig. 1c.
More examples with different parameters of the PhC are
given in supplementary information S6, where we can see
that the NPs always appear unless the asymptotic group
velocities of even and odd bands are accidentally identical,
namely εmaxxx = εmaxyy . Nevertheless, these exceptions only
form a subset of measure zero for all possible parameters
of the PhCs.
We are also aware that the linear asymptotic dispersion
along the z direction causes infinitely many bands with
opposite mirror parities to intersect as long as εmaxxx 6=
εmaxyy , hence forming not only infinitely many threefold
NPs but also infinitely many fourfold NPs (see the purple
dots in Fig. 2c and supplementary information S6 for the
typical dispersion around a fourfold NP). Hereinafter, we
will focus on the lowest pair of triply degenerate NPs in
the AB-layer-stacked PhC shown in Fig. 1 and investigate
the band dispersion near the NPs.
6Triply degenerate nexus points
Fig. 3a displays the 3D band structure near the 3 nodal
lines in the ky = 0 plane corresponding to the PhC in
Fig. 1, where the magenta cone, denoting the 1st Mˆy-even
band, cuts across the 2nd and 3rd Mˆy-odd bands (two
light blue surfaces) along the two nodal rings. Meanwhile,
the two odd bands connect at the Kramers-like NL along
kx = 0. As a result, the three NLs intersect at a pair of
triple NPs (orange dots) with Bloch wave vectors kNP± =
(0, 0,± 2piL
√
εxx
εyy−εxx ) and frequency ω
NP = 2pic
L
√
εyy−εxx
. In
terms of the k · p perturbation approach, the effective
Hamiltonian around the NPs up to the linear order of
δk = (δkx, δky, δkz) = k− kNP± is given by
Hˆ±NP =

vxδkx ± voddz δkz
−i vy√
2
δky 0
i vy√
2
δky ±vevenz δkz
−i vy√
2
δky
0
i vy√
2
δky −vxδkx ± voddz δkz

=vxSˆzδkx + vySˆyδky ±
[
qzQˆzz + vz0Iˆ
]
δkz,
(10)
where vx, vy, voddz , and vevenz are the group velocities
along the corresponding directions, Sˆi (i = x, y, z) denote
the spin-1 operators, Qˆzz = (Sˆz)2 −
∑
i(Sˆi)
2/3 is one of
the spin-1 quadrupolar operators28, qz = voddz −vevenz , and
vz0 =
1
3 (2v
odd
z + v
even
z ) (see supplementary information
S7 for details).
The bands around NPs present unusual anisotropic dis-
persion, as depicted by the band structures on different
sections passing through an NP (kNP−) in Figs. 3b-d. In
the ky = 0 section, Fig. 3b shows that all three bands cross
linearly along the NLs. In Fig. 3c, the band structure
in the kx = 0 section resembles the dispersion of the so-
called type-II triply degenerate point32, where two bands
sandwich and contact the third band along the Kramers-
like NL, and all their group velocities (−voddz for the NL
and −vevenz for the singlet) are of the same sign in the z di-
rection. Remarkably, in the kz = k
NP−
z = − 2piL
√
εxx
εyy−εxx
section, Fig. 3d shows that two conical bands intersect
with an almost flat band at an NP, manifesting as a 2D
anisotropic Dirac-like cone described by the 2D spin-1
Hamiltonian HˆNP(δkz = 0) = vxSˆzδkx + vySˆyδky43,44.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3e, the iso-frequency sur-
faces around the NP at ωNP also disperse exactly as a 2D
spin-1 Dirac-like cone in the xy plane, if δkz is regarded
as a pseudo-frequency. This property implies that the
NPs in layer-stacked PhCs can be used to realize the novel
physical effects associated with 2D spin-1 dispersion.
The unique band topology of the NPs in our system
demonstrates that they belong to a new kind of threefold
nodal point, different from all isolated triple points car-
rying topological charge26–30. In fact, the charge of an
NP cannot be defined, because, for an arbitrary closed
surface enclosing the NP, the gap between any 2 of the 3
bands on the surface must shut at the points where the
NLs between the 2 bands pierce the surface31,32. Nonethe-
less, since the Berry fluxes are confined on the NLs in a
PT symmetric system, the NPs are the terminations of
Berry flux strings, and can thus be regarded as a different
kind of magnetic monopole, other than Weyl points, in
momentum space37–39.
Type-II and type-III nodal rings
The simple AB-layer PhC can be the parent structures
of other fancy topological features. In Fig. 3f, we let
εAyy 6= εByy to observe the process of hidden symmetry
S˜L/4 breaking. Without protection by ΘˆL/4 = T S˜L/4,
the Kramers-like degeneracy along kx = 0 between the
2nd and 3rd Mˆy-odd bands is lifted, and the pair of NPs
disappears. Consequently, the original crossed nodal rings
split into two new isolated rings. For the upper nodal
ring (orange), the two degenerate bands are significantly
tilted in the direction kˆ⊥ perpendicular to the ring such
that both their perpendicular group velocities veven/odd⊥ =
∇kωeven/odd · kˆ⊥ always have the same sign at any point
on the ring, forming a type-II nodal ring19–21. As the
lower Mˆy-odd band has a saddle-shaped dispersion, both
type-I points (i.e., vodd⊥ and v
even
⊥ of opposite signs) and
type-II points coexist on the lower nodal ring (red), and
such band crossings are referred to as a type-III nodal
ring19 or a hybrid nodal ring20.
Spin-1 conical diffraction
It is well known that light beams travelling along the
optical axes in biaxial crystals will undergo conical diffrac-
tion45. The conical diffraction phenomenon is actually
a generic scattering effect for twofold degenerate Dirac
points46, and should also occur for light scattered by al-
most any linearly crossing point on the nodal rings in
our system. Specifically, when an incident light beam
has frequency and momentum that match a certain point
on the nodal rings, the refractive waves spread into a
hollow cone in the PhC, and at the same time, the po-
larizations circling the cone trace out a great circle on
the Poincaré sphere, manifesting the quantized pi Berry
phase encircling the nodal ring.
In contrast, the diffraction at the triple NPs appears
strikingly different from that at other points on the
NLs. Since the iso-frequency surfaces around each NP
form a spin-1 Dirac-like cone (Fig. 3e), the monochro-
matic dynamics at an NP, e.g. kNP+ , is effectively de-
scribed by a Schrödinger equation with the 2D spin-
1 Hamiltonian Hˆ(δkxy) = vxSˆzδkx + v˜ySˆyδky (here
v˜y =
√
vevenz /v
odd
z vy):
i voddz
∂
∂z
|ψ〉 = Hˆ(δkxy) |ψ〉 , (11)
where the z-coordinate serves as pseudo-time. Therefore,
waves incident at the NPs should experience unconven-
tional spin-1 conical diffraction40 rather than the spin-1/2-
type diffraction at ordinary diabolic points. A schematic
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FIG. 4. Spin-1 conical diffraction at nexus point. a Schematic of spin-1 conical diffraction for a monochromatic beam
with frequency ω = ωNP incident on the PhC along the z-axis. The hollow cone illustrates the envelope of the trajectories
corresponding to the wave components on the two conical iso-frequency surfaces around the NP. The straight light beam in the
PhC corresponds to the wave components on the flat iso-frequency surface. Simulated b intensity and c phase (average of each
period in the x direction) distribution of different output spin components (column indices) on the horizontal xy plane as the
incident spin eigenstate of Sˆx (row indices) varies, where the parameters of the PhC are ε1 = ε2 = 12, ε3 = 1, θ = pi/6, and
L = 0.43µm. The vacuum wavelength of the incident beam is 0.713µm. The distance between the incident and output planes is
4µm.
of spin-1 conical diffraction is shown in Fig. 4a, where a
light beam with frequency ωNP is incident along the z-axis
in the PhC, and its wave vector spectrum concentrates
near an NP. Since the NP is a singularity of group velocity
for wave components on the two conical bands, these com-
ponents will spread over a conical surface, whereas the
components on the flat band will propagate straight along
the z-axis. More interestingly, if the initial state of the
beam is an eigenstate |si〉 of Sˆx with spin quantum num-
ber si ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, then the spin-1 character is inherent
in the transition amplitude from |si〉 to another eigenstate
|sf 〉 of Sˆx as the output of the diffraction process (see
supplementary information S8):〈
sf
∣∣e−iHˆ(δkxy)z/voddz ∣∣si〉 ∝ exp [i(sf − si)φ(δkxy)] ,
(12)
where φ(δkxy) denotes the polar angle of (vxδkx+i v˜yδky).
Eq. (12) shows that the phase of the output field winds
l = sf − si times around δkxy = 0 in momentum space.
Because the trajectories of the wave components encircling
δkxy = 0 also wrap around the z-axis in real space, the
output field projected onto |sf 〉 will generate an optical
vortex on the ring-shaped section of the diffractive cone,
and the charge of the vortex, l = sf − si ∈ {0,±1,±2}, is
determined by the difference in the spin quantum number
between the final and initial spin states40, which essen-
tially reflects the conservation of the total generalized
angular momentum for the spin-1 Hamiltonian (see sup-
plementary information S8).
We have performed full-wave simulations for the 9 possible
combinations of input and output spin eigenstates. The
intensities and phases of the output fields on a horizontal
plane are shown in Figs. 4b and c, respectively, where
the asymmetric intensity distributions originate from the
anisotropy of the Dirac-like dispersion. In each panel
of Fig. 4c , the white dashed ring corresponds to the
section of the diffractive cone in the geometric optics
approximation, and the winding number of the phase
along the ring defines the charge of the optical vortex.
We can see that the winding numbers agree with the
theoretical predictions l = sf −si in all panels, so we have
demonstrated that spin-1 conical diffraction occurs in the
PhC, which also indicates that the NPs can be used as a
new route for studying 2D spin-1 dynamics.
Discussion
We have discovered that a class of simple layer-stacked
PhCs manifests a hidden symmetry of Maxwell’s equations
which directly influences the connectivity of photonic
bands and engenders a pair of triply degenerate NPs where
three symmetry-enforced NLs intersect. These photonic
NPs not only are worthy of theoretical investigation as a
novel kind of magnetic monopole that terminates Berry
flux strings in momentum space, but also induce exotic
8bulk transport effects in the PhC, which may lead to
prospective applications. In particular, we found that the
unusual spin-1 Dirac-like dispersion of the iso-frequency
surfaces near an NP can induce spin-1 conical diffraction
of optical beams, which can be used to generate optical
vortices with a maximum topological charge of 2.
Our work takes the first step towards new research di-
rections. On the one hand, the hidden symmetry of
Maxwell’s equations reveals a novel mechanism for real-
izing protected degeneracies unique to photonic bands.
The hidden symmetry here stems from the fractional
periods of different components of ε↔r, which reflects a
geometric property of the PhC but cannot be described
by the conventional space groups. It would be funda-
mentally significant to develop a generalized space group
theory including such symmetries for photonic systems.
On the other hand, our proposed PhC consists of a single
anisotropic dielectric material, but the band peculiarity
comes entirely from the nontrivial periodic rotation of the
optical axes inside the material. Although recent studies
have shown that artificial gauge fields47,48, Pancharatnam-
Berry phases49, and synthetic spin-orbit interactions50 for
light can be achieved by arranging the dielectric polariza-
tion, there are still little works that study the photonic
band topology of the PhCs made of anisotropic dielectrics.
Our results suggest that the intrinsic material anisotropy
has irreplaceable features compared with to structural
anisotropy, and anisotropic dielectrics, such as liquid crys-
tals49,50, could become a platform for probing the unique
topological effects of EM fields.
Materials and Methods
The methods for calculating the band structures include
the transfer matrix approach for the PhC made of ho-
mogeneous anisotropic dielectric layers, with the results
shown in Figs. 1 and 3 (see supplementary information
S1 for details), and the plane wave expansion method for
the PhC made of generic inhomogeneous dielectrics, with
the results shown in Fig. 2. The numerical results of the
spin-1 conical diffraction in Fig. 4 are simulated using the
commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. The input
state with a certain spin quantum number is achieved
by setting the field distributions on the lower boundary
of the PhC as the superposition of the exact Bloch
eigenstates according to the Hamiltonian in Eq. (10).
The output fields projected onto the spin eigenstates are
averaged along the direction in each period (a pair of
AB layers), and the phase distributions shown in Fig. 4c
correspond to these averaged fields.
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2S1. Calculating Band structure using transfer matrix approach
In this section, we derive the analytical expressions of the band structures in the ky = 0 plane for the AB-layer-stacked
PhC. For a given angular frequency ω and a wavevector = (κx, 0, kz) in the ky = 0 plane, there are two plane wave
eigensolutions in the homogeneous anisotropic medium described by Eq. (2) in the main text. The two plane wave
solutions can be labeled by their Mˆy parities, and their dispersion relations are given by
Mˆy − odd : κ2x + k2z − εyyk20 = 0 ⇒ κoddx± = ±κ1 = ±
√
εyyk20 − k2z , (1)
Mˆy − even : εxxκ2x + 2εxzκxkz + εzzk2z − ε1ε3k20 = 0 ⇒ κevenx± = ±κ2 −
εxz
εxx
kz = ±
√
ε1ε3(εxxk20 − k2z)
εxx
− εxz
εxx
kz,
(2)
where k0 = ω/c, ε1ε3 ≡ εxxεzz−ε2xz, and we note that εxz = ±g in layer A and layer B respectively. The corresponding
eigenvectors are
Mˆy − odd : φodd± = (Ey, Hx, Hz)ᵀ =
(√
εyyk0,−kz,±κ1
)ᵀ
exp
[
i(±κ1x+ kzz)
]
, (3)
Mˆy − even : φeven± = (Ex, Ez, Hy)ᵀ =
(
±εxzκ2
ε1ε3
+
kz
εxx
,∓εxxκ2
ε1ε3
, k0
)ᵀ
exp
[
i(κevenx± x+ kzz)
]
. (4)
The Bloch eigenfunctions with certain Mˆy parity in the first period of the PhC (x ∈ [−L/2, L/2] ) can be expressed as
the superpositions of the plane wave fields in Eqs. (3) and (4):
Mˆy − odd : ψoddα = aα φodd+,α + bα φodd−,α, (5)
Mˆy − even : ψevenα = cα φeven+,α + dα φeven−,α . (6)
where α = A,B labels the fields in layer A (x ∈ [−L/2, 0] ) and layer B (x ∈ [0, L/2] ) respectively. And according
to the Bloch condition, the field in the mth period is given by ψα(x+mL) = ψα(x)eimLkx with kx denoting the x
component of the Bloch wavevector inside the 1st Brillouin zone (BZ).
From the continuity conditions of (Ey, Hz) and (Ez, Hy) at the intracell interface x = 0, we obtain
1 1 0 0
1 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 1
0 0 1 1


aA
bA
cA
dA
 =

1 1 0 0
1 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 1
0 0 1 1


aB
bB
cB
dB
 , (7)
which shows that (aA, bA, cA, dA)ᵀ = (aB , bB , cB , dB)ᵀ. Similarly, from the continuity boundary conditions at the
intercell interface x = L/2, we obtian
eiκ1L/2 e−iκ1L/2 0 0
eiκ1L/2 −e−iκ1L/2 0 0
0 0 −eiκ˜+L/2 e−iκ˜−L/2
0 0 eiκ˜+L/2 e−iκ˜−L/2


aB
bB
cB
dB
 = eiL kx

e−iκ1L/2 eiκ1L/2 0 0
e−iκ1L/2 −eiκ1L/2 0 0
0 0 −e−iκ˜−L/2 eiκ˜+L/2
0 0 e−iκ˜−L/2 eiκ˜+L/2


aA
bA
cA
dA
 , (8)
where k˜± = κ2 ± gkz/εxx. As a result, the transformer matrices for Mˆy-odd and even modes can be written as
Mˆy − odd :
(
eiκ1L 0
0 e−iκ1L
)(
aA
bA
)
= eiL kx
(
aA
bA
)
, (9)
Mˆy − even :
(
eiκ2L 0
0 e−iκ2L
)(
cA
dA
)
= eiL kx
(
cA
dA
)
. (10)
Solving the two equations, we find that the Bloch wavevector in the x direction takes the simple expression kx =
(±κ1 mod 2pi) for odd modes and kx = (±κ2 mod 2pi) for even modes. Therefore, the dispersions of Mˆy-odd and even
bands in the ky = 0 plane read
Mˆy − odd : (ωoddm )2/c2 =
1
εyy
[(
kx +m
2pi
L
)2
+ k2z
]
, (11)
3Mˆy − even : (ωevenm )2/c2 =
εxx
ε1ε3
(
kx +m
2pi
L
)2
+
1
εxx
k2z , (12)
with m ∈ Z numbering the bands. And the corresponding normalized Bloch states are
Mˆy − odd : ψoddm =
(
Ey, Hz, Hz
)ᵀ
=
1√
2εyyL
(
1,− ckz
ωoddm
,
c(kx +m
2pi
L )
ωoddm
)ᵀ
exp
[
i
(
kx +m
2pi
L
)x+ kzz
)]
, (13)
Mˆy − even : ψevenm =
(
Ex, Ez, Hy
)ᵀ
=
c√
2Lωevenm
(
εxz(kx +m
2pi
L )
ε1ε3
+
kz
εxx
,−εxx(kx +m
2pi
L )
ε1ε3
,
ωevenm
c
)ᵀ
· exp
[
i
(
(kx + n
2pi
L
)− εxz
εxx
kz
)
x+ ikzz
]
,
(14)
Eqs. (11) and (12) exhibit that all Mˆy-odd (even) bands have identical conical dispersions up to a translation along
the x-axis in the extended BZ. Therefore, any pair of bands with opposite mirror parities will cross each other along
a nodal ling in the ky = 0 plane. We note that the nodal line can be any kinds of conic sections, including ellipse,
parabola, and hyperbola, depending on the parameters of the PhC. In particular, the two red nodal rings of our interest
in the main text correspond to the intersections of the even band of meven = 0 and the odd bands of modd = ±1, given
by the following implicit equation:
εxx − εyy
εxxεyy
k2z =
εxx
ε1ε3
k2x −
1
εyy
(
k2x ±
2pi
L
)2
. (15)
And from the Eqs. (11) and (12) , we can also obtain the frequency and wavevectors of the pair of triply degenerate
crossing points of the two nodal rings, i.e. the triply degenerate nexus points: ωNP = 2pic
L
√
εyy−εxx
and kNP± =
(0, 0,± 2piL
√
εxx
εyy−εxx ).
S2. Hidden symmetries in the ky = 0 plane
In this section, we discuss the hidden symmetry in the ky = 0 plane induced by the fractional periodicity of the
components of constitutive tensors. In this subsystem, the Maxwell’s equations in the layer-stacked dielectric PhC can
be written as 
0
0 kz 0
−kz 0 −i∂x
0 i∂x 0
0 −kz 0
kz 0 i∂x
0 −i∂x 0
0

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nˆ
(
E
H
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ψ
= ω
(
ε0 ε
↔
r(x) 0)
0 µ0Iˆ3×3
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mˆ(x)
(
E
H
)
, (16)
where ε↔r takes the form of Eq. (2) in the main text. And hereinafter, we adopt the natural units with ε0 = µ0 = 1 for
convenience. In general, the Maxwell’s equations are invariant under a symmetry transformation A˜, as long as
A˜Nˆ A˜−1 = CˆNˆ and A˜MˆA˜−1 = CˆMˆ, (17)
where Cˆ can be an arbitrary invertible operator. However, for space group symmetries of the structure, Cˆ is fixed as
identity. If the constitutive tensor Mˆ is invertible, which is always true for dielectric PhCs, Eq. (17) is equivalent
to the invariance of the effective Hamiltonian Hˆ = Mˆ−1Nˆ , i.e. A˜HˆA˜−1 = Hˆ. In the ky = 0 plane, the effective
Hamiltonian reads
Hˆ(ky = 0) = Mˆ−1Nˆ =
(
0 Hˆ1
Hˆ2 0
)
=

0
0 εxzε1ε3
(−i∂x)+ εzzε1ε3 kz 0
− kzεyy 0
1
εyy
(−i∂x)
0 εxxε1ε3
(i∂x)− εxzε1ε3 kz 0
0 −kz 0
kz 0 i∂x
0 −i∂x 0
0
 . (18)
4In what follows, we show that the fractional periodicity of the elements of ε↔r can give rise to a hidden symmetry of
Hˆ(ky = 0) beyond space groups.
A. Hidden symmetries in the Mˆy-odd subspace
In the Mˆy-odd subspace, since the electric field is polarized in the y direction, the Mˆy-odd band structure is entirely
determined by εyy. Especially, for the AB-layered PhC in Fig. 1 of the main text, εyy is a global constant, and hence
the band structure of the odd modes on the ky = 0 plane is directly obtained by folding the light cone in a homogeneous
medium with a constant permittivity. Consequently, all Mˆy-odd bands are twofold degenerate along Γ− Z except for
the one connected to ω = |k| = 0 point.
In fact, we can relax the condition of a constant εyy so that the period of εyy is a fraction 1/N of the primitive period
L of the whole PhC, namely εyy(x+ L/N) = εyy(x), the width of the genuine BZ of the Mˆy-odd subspace (marked as
BZ(odd)) should be 2Npi/L which is N times as large as the primitive BZ of the whole system (marked as BZ(whole)).
Therefore, the finial band structure in BZ(whole) is obtained by translating the bands in BZ(odd) periodically with
spacing ∆x = 2pi/L. As a result, twofold degenerate Kramers-like NLs can appear along Γ− Z as long as N ≥ 3. If
we also require the PhC respects the space group R2 o Rod(22), N should be an even number and thus the minimal
value of N is 4. We introduce the 1/4-period translation operator in the Mˆy-odd subspace:
Tˆ oddx (L/4) = Tˆx(L/4)Pˆ− + Pˆ+, (19)
where Tˆx(L/4) denotes the original translation operator, and Pˆ± = 12 (Iˆ ± Mˆy) is the projection operator onto Mˆy-
even(+)/odd(-) subspace. So the fractional periodicity of εyy is equivalent to Tˆ oddx (L/4)Hˆ(ky = 0)Tˆ oddx (L/4)−1 =
Hˆ(ky = 0). At the same time, the Mˆy-odd subsapce is also invariant under a generalized 1/4-period twofold screw
operation about the x axis:
S˜oddL/4 =
(
Cˆ2xTˆx(L/4)
)
Pˆ− + Pˆ+, (20)
namely, the combination of a 1/4-period translation and a twofold rotation about the x axis acting on the odd subspace.
We will prove in the next section that the generalized 1/4-period twofold screw symmetry, together with the time
reversal symmetry, guarantees the emergence of the Kramers-like NLs along Γ− Z.
B. Generalized fractional translation symmetry in the Mˆy-even subspace
For the Mˆy-even subspace, it is convenient to deal with the sub-Hamiltonian of Eq. (18) acting on ψeven = (Ex, Ez, Hy)ᵀ:
Hˆeven =
 0 0 εxzε1ε3 (−i∂x) + εzzε1ε3 kz0 0 εxxε1ε3 (i∂x)− εxzε1ε3 kz
kz i∂x 0
 . (21)
Though the period of the sub-Hamiltonian is the same as the full system, we will show that it can be converted into a new
form with fractional period via a similarity transformation. First, we change the eigen basis from ψeven = (Ex, Ez, Hy)ᵀ
to ψ′even = Gˆ(x)ψeven = (Dx, Ez, Hy)ᵀ with the transformation matrix:
Gˆ(x) =
εxx(x) εxz(x) 00 1 0
0 0 1
 , (22)
and the sub-Hamiltonian is transformed accordingly:
Hˆ ′even = GˆHˆevenGˆ
−1 =

0 0 kz
0 0 − εxxε1ε3
(
(−i∂x) + εxzεxx kz
)
kz
εxx
−
(
(−i∂x) + εxzεxx kz
)
0
 . (23)
5It shows that −i∂x always appears together with an effective gauge potential Ax = kz εxzεxx in Hˆ ′even. Therefore, we can
use a U(1) gauge transformation Uˆ(x, kz) = exp
[
i
∫ x
0
Ax(ξ)dξ
]
= exp
[
ikz
∫ x
0
εxz(ξ)
εxx(ξ)
dξ
]
to remove the effective gauge
potential in the Hamiltonian:
Hˆ ′′even = UˆHˆ
′
evenUˆ
† = UˆGˆHˆevenGˆ−1Uˆ† =
 0 0 kz0 0 εxxε1ε3 (i∂x)
kz
εxx
i∂x 0
 . (24)
We note that the gauge transformation is kz dependent. Under the coordinate z representation, it appears as a
translation operator with x-dependent translation along the z axis:
Uˆ(x) =
∫
dkz|kz〉〈kz| exp
[
ikz
∫ x
0
εxz(ξ)
εxx(ξ)
dξ
]
= exp
[(∫ x
0
εxz(ξ)
εxx(ξ)
dξ
)
∂z
]
= Tˆ
(
−
(∫ x
0
εxz(ξ)
εxx(ξ)
dξ
)
ez
)
. (25)
After the combined similarity transformation (UˆGˆ), Hˆ ′′even is only explicitly dependent on εxx and ε1ε3 = εxxεzz−(εxz)2
as shown in Eq. (24). For the AB-layer-stacked PhC shown in Fig. 1 of the main text, both εxx and ε1ε3 are constant.
Therefore, the Mˆy-even band structure are also obtained by folding the light cone of a homogeneous system, and all
bands are twofold generate along Γ− Z except for the lowest one attached at ω = |k| = 0.
Similar to the Mˆy-odd case, if we relax the condition to that the common period of εxx(x) and ε1(x)ε3(x) is a fraction
1/N of the full period L of the PhC with N ≥ 3, twofold degeneracies of even bands can still appear along the
Γ− Z line. And without changing the space group of the system, the minimal value of N is 4 and the corresponding
components of the permittivity should satisfy
εii(x+ L/4) = εii(x), (i = x, y, z), and εxz(x+ L/4)2 = εxz(x)2, εxz(x+ L/2) = −εxz(x). (26)
In the following, we will focus on this special case with minimized constraints on the PhC that are compatible with
the space group R2 o Rod(22) and support the Kramers-like NLs along Γ− Z.
The L/4 periodicity of Hˆ ′′even can be regarded as a generalized fractional translation symmetry operating on the
Mˆy-even subspace for the original Hamiltonian (18), T˜ evenx (L/4)Hˆ(ky = 0)T˜ evenx (L/4)−1 = Hˆ(ky = 0), with
T˜ evenx (L/4) =
(
Gˆ−1Uˆ†Tˆx(L/4)UˆGˆ
)
Pˆ+ + Pˆ−, (27)
where Gˆ is reformulated as Gˆ = Iˆ6×6 + (εxx(x)− 1)eˆ1eˆ1 + εxz(x)eˆ1eˆ3 for the 6-dimensional eigenvector Ψ = (E,H)ᵀ.
Moreover, since Hˆ ′′even also respects the twofold rotation symmetry Cˆ2x about the x axis, we can further introduce the
generalized 1/4-period twofold screw operator:
S˜evenL/4 =
(
Gˆ−1Uˆ†
(
Cˆ2xTˆx(L/4)
)
UˆGˆ
)
Pˆ+ + Pˆ−, (28)
and the Hamiltonian (18) is invariant under SˆevenL/4 .
C. Generalized 1/4-period translation and 1/4-period twofold screw symmetries in the ky = 0 plane
Combining Eqs. (19),(27) and Eqs. (20),(28) respectively, we obtain the generalized 1/4-period translation operator in
the whole ky = 0 plane:
T˜x(L/4) = T˜
even
x (L/4)T˜
odd
x (L/4) = Tˆx(L/4)Pˆ− +
(
Gˆ−1Uˆ†Tˆx(L/N)UˆGˆ
)
Pˆ+
= U˜−1Tˆx(L/4)U˜ =
(
Pˆ− + Gˆ−1Uˆ†Pˆ+
)
Tˆx(L/4)
(
Pˆ− + UˆGˆPˆ+
)
,
(29)
and the generalized 1/4-period twofold screw operator in the ky = 0 plane:
S˜L/4 = S˜
even
L/4 S˜
odd
L/4 =
(
Cˆ2xTˆx(L/4)
)
Pˆ− +
(
Gˆ−1Uˆ†
(
Cˆ2xTˆx(L/4)
)
UˆGˆ
)
Pˆ+ = U˜
−1
(
Cˆ2xTˆx(L/4)
)
U˜ , (30)
6where
U˜(x, kz) = Pˆ− + UˆGˆPˆ+ =

eiϕ(x,kz)εxx(x) 0 e
iϕ(x,kz)εxz(x)
0 1 0
0 0 eiϕ(x,kz)
0
0 1 0 0
0 eiϕ(x,kz) 0
0 0 1
 (31)
with ϕ(x, kz) = kz
∫ x
0
εxz(ξ)
εxx(ξ)
dξ, and U˜−1 = Pˆ− + Gˆ−1Uˆ†Pˆ+. It can be directly checked that the effective Hamiltonian
given in Eq. (18) is invariant under T˜x(L/4) and S˜L/4, providing that the permittivity of the PhC satisfies Eq. (26),
T˜x(L/4)Hˆ(ky = 0)T˜x(L/4)
−1 = Hˆ(ky = 0), (32)
S˜L/4Hˆ(ky = 0)S˜
−1
L/4 = Hˆ(ky = 0). (33)
Consequently, we have demonstrated that the fractional periodicity of the elements of permittivity tensor engenders
the hidden symmetries of the Maxwell’s equations. And we have the relation between the generalized 1/4-period
screw rotation and the generalized fractional translation: S˜2L/4 = T˜x(L/4)
2 = T˜x(L/2). The generalized 1/4-period
translation operator satisfies
T˜x(L/4)
† = U˜†Tˆx(−L/4)(U˜−1)† = U˜†U˜
(
U˜−1Tˆx(−L/4)U˜
)
U˜−1(U˜−1)† =
(
U˜†U˜
)
T˜x(L/4)
−1
(
U˜†U˜
)−1
, (34)
and the similar result is established for the generalized screw rotation:
S˜†L/4 =
(
U˜†U˜
)
S˜−1L/4
(
U˜†U˜
)−1
. (35)
Since U˜†U˜ is hermitian and positive definite, both the two hidden symmetry operators are (U˜†U˜)-pseudo-unitary
and have unimodular eigenvalues1. In particular, since
(
S˜L/4
)4
= Tˆx(L), the eigenvalues of S˜L/4 for a Bloch state
Ψ(kx, 0, 0) on the kx-axis must be a forth root of eikxL, i.e.
S˜L/4Ψ
(s)(kx, 0, 0) = s e
ikxL/4 Ψ(s)(kx, 0, 0), (36)
with s = ±1,±i denoting the S˜L/4 branch index of the Bloch state. We note that the S˜L/4 branch index is only well
defined for the states on the kx-axis. Nevertheless, since S˜2L/4 = T˜x(L/2), we have
S˜2L/4Ψ(kx, 0, kz) = T˜x(L/2)Ψ(kx, 0, ky) = ±eikxL/2Ψ(kx, 0, kz), (37)
S˜2L/4Ψ
(s)(kx, 0, 0) = s
2eikxL/2Ψ(s)(kx, 0, 0). (38)
Therefore, the S˜2L/4-parity (equal to the square of the branch index s
2 = ±1) is well defined for the whole band on the
ky = 0 plane, and is determined by the branch index of the states Ψ(s)(kx, 0, 0) on that band. For convenience, we will
assign a “pseudo branch index” for every Bloch state on the ky = 0 plane as Ψ(s)(kx, 0, kz), while we remind that
only its square s2 denoting the S˜2L/4-parity of the state is meaningful in general (the sign of the pseudo branch index
for a state with kz 6= 0 is indeterminate, as s2 = (−s)2), but the sign of s makes practical sense for the states on the
kx-axis.
S3. Kramers degeneracies induced by the generalized 1/4-period twofold screw
symmetry
Here, we express the time reversal operator in the coordinate-momentum mixed representation (x, ky, kz): T =
τˆK(ky → −ky, kz → −kz), where τˆ = diag(Iˆ3×3,−Iˆ3×3) and K denotes complex conjugate. It is easy to check that
T commutes with U˜ and S˜L/4: [T , U˜ ] = 0, [T , S˜L/4] = 0. As introduced in the main text, the combination of
7the generalized 1/4-period screw rotation operator S˜L/4 and the time reversal gives a (U˜†U˜)-pseudo-antiunitary
symmetry operation for the layer-stacked PhC:
ΘˆL/4 = T S˜L/4, (39)
Here, (U˜†U˜)-pseudo-antiunitarity means that
〈ΘˆL/4ψ|U˜†U˜ |ΘˆL/4φ〉 = 〈ψ|U˜†U˜ |φ〉∗, (40)
where ψ, φ represent two arbitrary states.
ΘˆL/4 operating on a Bloch state Ψ(s)(kx, 0, kz) on ky = 0 plane yields a new Bloch state Ψ˜(−kx, 0, kz) =
ΘˆL/4Ψ
(s)(kx, 0, kz) of the same frequency at (−kx, 0, kz). In addition, since
S˜L/4Ψ˜(−kx, 0, 0) = S˜L/4ΘˆL/4Ψ(s)(kx, 0, 0) = ΘˆL/4S˜L/4Ψ(s)(kx, 0, 0)
= S˜L/4
(
seikxL/4Ψ(s)(kx, 0, 0)
)
= s∗e−ikxL/4Ψ˜(−kx, 0, 0),
(41)
the new Bloch state Ψ˜(−kx, 0, kz) = Ψ˜(s∗)(−kx, 0, kz) has pseudo branch index s∗ and has the same S˜2L/4-parity
(s∗)2 = s2 as Ψ(s)(kx, 0, kz).
In the mean time,
Θˆ2L/4Ψ
(s)(kx, 0, kz) = S˜
2
L/4Ψ
(s)(kx, 0, kz) = s
2eikxL/2Ψ(s)(kx, 0, kz). (42)
In particular, on the Γ−Z line (kx = ky = 0), Θˆ2L/4Ψ(s)(0, 0, kz) = s2Ψ(s)(0, 0, kz). Consequently, if the S˜2L/4-parity of
the state equals s2 = −1 (i.e. pseudo branch index of Ψ(s)(0, kz) is s = ±i), we also have
Θˆ2L/4Ψ
(±i)(0, 0, kz) = −Ψ(±i)(0, 0, kz), (43)
so the pseudo-antiunitary operator ΘˆL/4 serves as a pseudo-Fermionic time reversal symmetry for the Bloch states
with S˜2L/4-parity s
2 = −1 on the Γ− Z line. And according to the similar derivation of Kramers theorem, we have
〈Ψ˜(∓i)(0, 0, kz)|U˜†U˜ |Ψ(±i)(0, 0, kz)〉 = 〈ΘˆL/4Ψ(±i)|U˜†U˜ |Ψ(±i)〉 = 〈Θˆ2L/4Ψ(±i)|U˜†U˜ |ΘˆL/4Ψ(±i)〉∗
= −〈Ψ(±i)|U˜†U˜ |ΘˆL/4Ψ(±i)〉∗ = −〈Ψ(±i)|U˜†U˜ |ΘˆL/4Ψ(±i)〉†
= −〈Ψ˜(∓i)(0, 0, kz)|U˜†U˜ |Ψ(±i)(0, 0, kz)〉
⇒ 〈Ψ˜(∓i)(0, 0, kz)|U˜†U˜ |Ψ(±i)(0, 0, kz)〉 = 0,
(44)
where the second equality of the first line is due to the pseudo-antiunitarity of ΘˆL/4. Since U˜†U˜ is positive definite,
〈Ψ˜(0, kz)(∓i)|U˜†U˜ |Ψ(±i)(0, 0, kz)〉 = 0 indicates that Ψ˜(∓i)(0, 0, kz) = ΘˆL/4Ψ(±i)(0, 0, kz) and Ψ(±i)(0, 0, kz) must be
two distinct and degenerate Bloch states. As a result, we have proved that a Bloch band with negative S˜2L/4
parity must intersect with another band with negative S˜2L/4 parity along Γ− Z, forming Kramers-like
NLs. Moreover, the pair of intersecting bands have certain branch indices s = i and s = −i along Γ−X.
On the other hand, it is well known that the ordinary twofold screw symmetry Sˆ2x together with the time reversal
symmetry T protects all Bloch states on the kx = pi/L plane are doubly degenerate. And the two degenerate states
Ψ(pi/L, ky, kz) and Ψ˜(pi/L, ky, kz) are correlated by the combined antiunitary operator ΘˆL/2 = T Sˆ2x:
Ψ˜(pi/L, ky, kz) = ΘˆL/2Ψ(pi/L, ky, kz). (45)
In particular, at X point (k = (pi/L, 0, 0)), if Ψ(s)(pi/L, 0, 0) has branch index s, we have
S˜L/4Ψ˜(pi/L, 0, 0) = S˜L/4ΘˆL/2Ψ
(s)(pi/L, 0, 0) = ΘˆL/2S˜L/4Ψ
(s)(pi/L, 0, 0)
= ΘˆL/2
(
seipi/4Ψ(s)(pi/L, 0, 0)
)
= s∗e−ipi/4ΘˆL/2Ψ(s)(pi/L, 0, 0)
= (−is∗)eipi/4Ψ˜(pi/L, 0, 0),
(46)
where the second equality of the first line is due to the fact that S˜L/4 and ΘˆL/2 are commutable. This result shows
that Ψ˜(pi/L, 0, 0) = Ψ˜(−is
∗)(pi/L, 0, 0) has branch index −is∗. In other words, the pair of Bloch bands (along the
kx-axis) degenerate at X must have branch indices of either s = 1, s = −i or s = −1, s = i.
8S4. Determining the branch indices of the two bands connected to |k| = ω = 0
In this section, we figure out the branch indices of the two bands attached at |k| = ω = 0. The expansion of the Bloch
states Ψ(kx, 0, 0) at kx = ω = 0 reads
Ψ(kx, 0, 0) = e
ikxxukx (x) = e
ikxx
[
u0 (x) +
∂ukx
∂kx
∣∣∣∣
kx=0
kx +O
(
k2x
)]
, (47)
with u0 = (e0,h0)ᵀ. Substitution of the expansion into the Maxwell’s equation (16) yields
Nˆ (−i∂x)u0︸ ︷︷ ︸
0-order: O(1)
+
[
Nˆ (kx)u0 − ωMˆu0 + Nˆ (−i∂x) ∂ukx
∂kx
∣∣∣∣
kx=0
kx
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
1-order: O(kx)
+O
(
k2x
)
= 0. (48)
0-order: Nˆ (−i∂x)u0 = 0 ⇒ (−i∂xxˆ)× u0 = 0 ⇒ ∂x(e0y, e0z, h0y, h0z) = 0, (49)
1-order: Nˆ (kx)u0︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊥ xˆ
−ωMˆu0 + Nˆ (−i∂x) ∂ukx
∂kx
∣∣∣∣
kx=0
kx︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊥ xˆ
= 0 ⇒
(
Mˆu0
)
· xˆ = (d0x, b0x) = 0, (50)
where d0x, b0x denote the x components of the 0-order D and B fields respectively. When kz = 0, Uˆ is reduced to the
identity matrix, thus U˜ (kz = 0) =
(
Pˆ− + GˆPˆ+
)
and u˜0 = U˜ (kz = 0)u0 =
(
0, e0y, e
0
z, 0, h
0
y, h
0
z
)
is a transverse constant
vector. So we obtian
lim
kx→0
S˜L/4Ψ(kx, 0, 0) = S˜L/4u0 = U˜
−1Cˆ2xTˆx(L/4)u˜0 = U˜−1(−u˜0) = −u0. (51)
Therefore, both the two bands stemming from |k| = ω = 0 have the same branch index s = −1.
S5. Asymptotic dispersion of bands at infinity
For a general permitivitiy given by Eq. (1) of the main text, the wave equations of Mˆy-odd and even modes on the
ky = 0 plane are, respectively,
Mˆy-odd:
[
−ε−1/2yy
d2
dx2
ε−1/2yy + k
2
zε
−1
yy
] (√
εyyEy
)
=
ω2
c2
(√
εyyEy
)
(52)
Mˆy-even:
[
− d
dx
εxx
ε1ε3
d
dx
+ kz
{
−i d
dx
,
εxz
ε1ε3
}
+ k2z
εzz
ε1ε3
]
Hy =
ω2
c2
Hy (53)
where {·, ·} denotes the anticommutator. By introducing a new function H˜y (x) = UˆHy = exp
(
ikz
∫ x
0
εxz(ξ)
εxx(ξ)
dξ
)
Hy,
Eq.(53) can be transformed into a standard Sturm-Liouville equation:[
− d
dx
εxx
ε1ε3
d
dx
+ k2zε
−1
xx
]
H˜y =
ω2
c2
H˜y. (54)
Therefore, the eigen-equations for Mˆy even and odd bands can be uniformly expressed as follows:[
Kˆ + k2zV (x)
]
ψ =
ω2
c2
ψ, (55)
with Bloch boundary condition ψ (0) = eikxLψ (L), ddxψ (0) = e
ikxL d
dxψ (L), where Kˆ is a positive semidefinite operator
arising from the fact that the permittivity tensor of dielectrics is positive definite, and V (x) = V (x+ L) is a positive
piecewise smooth function (so it has infimum inf (V ) = Vmin).
9Theorem 1. All bands ωn (kz) of Eq.(55) tend to a unique asymptotic linear dispersion, as kz → ∞, and the
asymptotic slope is determined by the infimum of V (x):
lim
kz→∞
ωn
kz
= lim
kz→∞
dωn
dkz
= c
√
Vmin. (56)
Proof. 1) Lower bound: left product of ψn (x) to Eq.(55) yields ω2n/c2 = 〈ψn|Kˆ|ψn〉+ k2z〈ψn|V |ψn〉 ≥ k2zVmin, since Kˆ
is positive semidefinite. Hence, we have ωnkz ≥ c
√
Vmin.
2) Upper bound: for a fixed kz, all the eigenstates {ψi} of Eq.(55) from a compete basis of the function space F satisfying
the boundary conditions. And we consider the subspace span{ψ1, · · · , ψn−1} spanned by the eigensates corresponding
to the first n − 1 eigenvalues ω21 ≤ · · · ≤ ω2n−1 ≤ ω2n ≤ · · · , and its complement space is F\span{ψ1, · · ·ψn−1} =
span{ψn, ψn+1, · · · }.
On the other hand, ∀ > 0, we can find n-D function space Fn satisfying the boundary conditions, such that
〈u|V |u〉
〈u|u〉 ≤ Vmin + , ∀u (x) 6≡ 0 ∈ Fn. And since dimFn = n > dim span{ψ1, · · · , ψn−1}, there exists a state
v (x) 6= 0 ∈ Fn ∩ span{ψn, ψn+1, · · · }, so we can expand v (x) using the eigenstates ψi (i ≥ n): v (x) =
∑∞
i=n αiψi (x),
and accordingly
ω2n
c2
≤
∑∞
i=n |αi|2 ω2i /c2∑∞
i=n |αi|2
=
〈v|Kˆ + k2zV |v〉
〈v|v〉 ≤ Kmax + k
2
z (Vmin + ) ,
where Kmax = max
{
〈v|Kˆ|v〉
〈v|v〉 |u (x) 6= 0 ∈ Fn
}
<∞ is the upper bound of Kˆ in the subspace Fn. Therefore, we have
ωn
c kz
≤ inf
>0
√
Kmax
k2z
+ Vmin + .
As kz → ∞, both the lower and upper bounds of ωn/kz tend to inf>0
√
Vmin +  =
√
Vmin, so we obtain the limit
limkz→∞ ωn/kz = c
√
Vmin. And due to L’Hôpital’s rule, we also have limkz→∞ dω/dkz = c
√
Vmin.
Remark: The theorem can also be proved using min-max theorem of eigenvalues2. Indeed, some procedures in the
proof of min-max theorem have also been used in the above proof. In addition, Ref.3 offers a different proof.
As a consequence, the asymptotic group velocities of even bands and order bands are, respectively,
lim
kz→∞
dωoddn
dkz
=
c√
εmaxyy
,
lim
kz→∞
dωevenn
dkz
=
c√
εmaxxx
.
(57)
This asymptotic group velocities are numerically verified, as shown in Fig. 2d of the main text. Therefore, along Γ−Z
direction, all bands tend to a linear dispersion as kz →∞. All even and all odd bands have identical asymptotic group
velocities respectively. For almost any dielectric photonic crystal respecting the symmetries, there exits a pair of triple
points as the nexus of the nodal lines (intersection either of 1st even and 2nd,3rd odd bands or of 1st odd and 2nd,3rd
even bands). The only exception (zero measure) occurs when the asymptotic group velocities of even and odd bands
are identical, namely εmaxxx = εmaxyy .
S6. Robustness of nexus points against the variation of materials
In the main text, we have expounded that the special photonic band connectivity induced by the hidden symmetry
guarantees that the triply degenerate NPs can almost always emerge on the 4 lowest bands along Γ− Z. In Fig. 1, we
use the biaxial dielectrics to construct the AB-layer-stacked PhCs and fixed the values of εxx, εzz, and εxz for the
PhCs in all the panels, while we change the value of εyy in each panel to show how the nodal structure changes with
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Figure 1. The band structures and nodal structures on the ky = 0 plane for the AB-layered PhCs with fixed parameters
εxx = 9.17, εzz = 14.83, |εxz| = 2.83, and with different values of εyy in each panel: a. εyy = 1; b. εyy = 2; c. εyy = εxx = 9.17;
d. εyy = 11.5. The light blue and light red lines denote Mˆy-odd and Mˆy-even bands, respectively. Red and green dots and
curves denote nodal lines protected by mirror and PT symmetries. Blue lines denote Kramers-like nodal lines. Orange dots
denote triply degenerate nexus points. Purple and magenta dots denote fourfold degenerate nexus points.
the parameter of the PhC and to demonstrate the robustness of NPs. We note that there are infinite NLs in the band
structures, while only those connecting with the lowest triple NPs are plotted.
In Fig. 1a, we let εyy < εxx. As such, the asymptotic group velocity of Mˆy-odd bands (light blue) is larger than that of
Mˆy-even bands (light red) in the Γ−Z direction. So the lowest triply degenerate NPs (orange dots) are formed by the
1st odd and 2nd, 3rd even bands at the intersections of two nodal rings (red and green) and the lowest Kramers-like NL
(blue).
If we increase the value of εyy while keeping it less than εxx, the two nodal rings will grow bigger and will eventually
intersect with their transnational counterparts at the fourfold degenerate NPs (purple dots) on the two boundaries of
the BZ as shown in Fig. 1b. As a result, the nodal rings in the extended BZ connect together and form a nodal chain
in the ky = 0 plane.
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As εyy increases, the eccentricity of the two nodal rings grows accordingly, and the two triple NPs move outward along
the z axis from the origin. When εyy reaches the critical value εyy = εxx, the asymptotic group velocities of even and
odd bands are accidentally identical in the z direction. Then, the two NPs move to the infinity and vanish, and the
two nodal rings are reduced to two straight lines parallel to Γ− Z, as shown in Fig. 1c. As we have emphasized in
the main text, the two triple NPs in the lowest 4 bands can only disappear in this accidental condition of εyy = εxx.
However, if we arbitrarily select the parameters of the PhCs respecting the symmetries, the probability of encountering
these exceptional cases is zero, since they are restricted to a subset of measure zero for all possible parameters.
Once εyy is larger than εxx, Fig. 1d demonstrates that the two triple NPs will reappear immediately. However, in this
case, the two NPs are on the band crossings of 1st even and 2nd,3rd odd bands, as the asymptotic group velocity of
even bands surpasses that of odd bands. At the same time, Fig. 1d shows that the two previous ring shaped nodal lines
convert to two hyperbolas. And the nodal hyperbolas intersect with their translational counterparts infinite times on
the Γ− Z line as well as on the two BZ boundaries, forming fourfold degenerate NPs (magenta dots and purple dots).
In Fig. 2, we plot the band structure near a typical fourfold degenerate NP on the BZ boundary (X −M). As shown
in Fig. 2a,b, there are 4 nodal rings intersect on the NPs. In the section of kx = pi/L, there are two doubly degenerate
bands intersecting at the NP as displayed in Fig. 2c, resulting from the combined symmetry of time reversal and
twofold screw rotation ΘˆL/2 = T Sˆ2x. Furthermore, Fig. 2d,e show that both the band structure in the kz = kNPz
section and the iso-frequency surfaces at ωNP disperse as 2D double Dirac cones4.
Figure 2. Band structures near a fourfold degenerate nexus point in a AB-layer-stacked PhC with parameters ε1 = ε2 = 1,
ε3 = 12 and θ = pi/12. a. Band structure near the nexus of 4 nodal lines on the ky = 0 plane. b-d, Zoomed in band structure
near the NP in the sections of ky = 0, kx = pi/L, and kz = kNPz , respectively. e. Iso-frequency surfaces near the NP at the
frequency of the NP.
S7. Derivation of k · p Hamiltonian for layer-stacked photonic crystals
Here we introduce a general k · p framework for a generic layer-stacked photonic crystal that is periodic in x direction
and homogeneous in the other two dimensions r⊥ = (y, z). In comparison with using wave equation (a 2-order PDE),
it is more convenient to perform the derivation directly from the Maxwell’s equations (1-order PDEs):(
0 i∇×
−i∇× 0
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Nˆ
(
E
H
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ψ
= ω
(
ε↔(x) χ↔(x)
χ↔(x)† µ↔(x)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mˆ
(
E
H
)
, (58)
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Expending of the Bloch state Ψn,k (r) = eik·run,k (x) = eik⊥·r⊥Ψ˜n,k (x) using the states at k0 (usually a degenerate
point), we obtain
Ψn,k =
∑
m
Anm(k)e
i(k−k0)·rΨm,k0 . (59)
Substitution of the expansion into Eq. (58) yields
0 =
(
Nˆ − ωn,kMˆ
)
Ψnk =
∑
m
[
Nˆ ei(k−k0)·rΨm,k0 − ωn,kMˆei(k−k0)·rΨm,k0
]
Anm
= ei(k−k0)·r
∑
m
[(
0 (k0 − k)×
−(k0 − k)× 0
)
+
(
ωm,k0 − ωn,k
)Mˆ]Ψm,k0Anm. (60)
Since the Brillouin zone of a layer-stacked PhC is infinite in the transverse plane, the orthogonality of the Bloch states
should be written as〈
Ψn,k
∣∣Mˆ ∣∣Ψm,k′〉 = 1
(2pi)2
∫ ∞
−∞
ei(k
′
⊥−k⊥)·r⊥dr⊥
∫ L/2
−L/2
dxΨ˜†n,kMˆΨ˜m,k′ = δ(k′⊥ − k⊥)δnmδkx,k′x , (61)
where k⊥ and r⊥ are transverse wavevector and position vector respectively, δ(k′⊥−k⊥) represents Dirac delta function,
while the other two delta functions are Kronecker delta. Performing inner product between Ψm′,k0 and Eq. (60), we
obtain the k · p eigen-equation of the 1st-order∑
m
[∫ L/2
−L/2
dxΨ†m′,k0
(
0 (k0 − k)×
−(k0 − k)× 0
)
Ψm,k0 +
(
ωm,k0 − ωn,k
)
δm′m
]
Anm = 0, (62)
which can be rewritten as ∑
m
Hm′mAnm =
(
ωn,k − ωm′,k0
)
Anm′ , (63)
with the element of the 1st-order k · p Hamiltonian
Hm′m = (k− k0) ·
∫ L/2
−L/2
dx
[
Em,k0 ×H∗m′,k0 −Hm,k0 ×E∗m′,k0
]
= (k− k0) · pm′m. (64)
A. k · p Hamiltonian near the nexus points
At the triply degenerate NPs with kNP± = (0, 0,± 2piL
√
εxx
εyy−εxx ) and ω
NP = 2cpi
L
√
εyy−εxx
for the AB-layer-stacked PhC
in Fig. 1 of the main text, the three degenerate eigenstates can be obtained from Eqs. (13) and (14):
Ψodd1 (k
NP±) = (E1,H1) =
1√
2L
0, 1, 0,∓√εxx
εyy
, 0,
√
εyy − εxx
εyy
ᵀ exp[i(2pi
L
x+ kNP±z z
)]
, (65)
Ψeven0 (k
NP±) = (E2,H2) =
1√
2L
(
1
εxx
, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0
)ᵀ
exp
[
ikNP±z
(
− εxz
εxx
x+ z
)]
, (66)
Ψodd−1 (k
NP±) = (E3,H3) =
1√
2L
0, 1, 0,∓√εxx
εyy
, 0,−
√
εyy − εxx
εyy
ᵀ exp[i(−2pi
L
x+ kNP±z z
)]
. (67)
Substituting Eqs. (65)-(67) into Eq. (64), we then obtain the 1st-order k · p Hamiltonian at the NPs:
Hˆ±′NP =

vxδkx ± voddz δkz
−i v∗y0√
2
δky 0
i vy0√
2
δky ±vevenz δkz
−i vy0√
2
δky
0
i v∗y0√
2
δky −vxδkx ± voddz δkz
 , (68)
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where δk = (δkx, δky, δkz) = k− kNP± , and
vx =
√
εyy − εxx
εyy
, vy0 =
εxz(εyy − εxx)
pi
√
2εyy(ε2xz − εxxεyy + ε2xx)
(
1 + exp
(
∓iεxzpi√
εxx(εyy−εxx)
))
, voddz =
1√
εxx
, vevenz =
√
εxx
εyy
.
(69)
Under the unitary transformation Vˆ = diag(1, v∗y0/|vy0|, 1), the Hamitonian of the NPs converts to
Hˆ±NP = Vˆ Hˆ
±′
NPV
† =

vxδkx ± voddz δkz
−i vy√
2
δky 0
i vy√
2
δky ±vevenz δkz
−i vy√
2
δky
0
i vy√
2
δky −vxδkx ± voddz δkz
 (70)
with vy = |vy0|. In general, a 3× 3 Hermitian matrix can be expanded by the 8 generators of su(3) Lie algebra. The 8
generators are usually selected as the 8 Gell-Mann matrices, or alternatively selected as the 3 spin-1 operators together
with 5 spin-1 quadrupolar operators5,6. Here, in order to exhibit the relation between the nexus points and spin-1
physics, we adopt the latter choice, so Eq. (70) can be rewritten as
Hˆ±NP = vxSˆzδkx + vySˆyδky ±
[
qzQˆzz + vz0Iˆ
]
δkz, (71)
where qz = voddz − vevenz , vz0 = 13 (2voddz + vevenz ), Sˆi (i = x, y, z) denote the 3 spin-1 operators, and Qˆzz denotes one of
the spin-1 quadrupolar operator5,6, which take the forms
Sˆx =
1√
2
0 1 01 0 1
0 1 0
 , Sˆy = 1√
2
0 −i 0i 0 −i
0 i 0
 , Sˆz =
1 0 00 0 0
0 0 −1
 , Qˆzz = (Sˆz)2 − 1
3
∑
i
(Sˆi)
2 =
1
3
1 0 00 −2 0
0 0 1
 .
(72)
S8. Spin-1 conical diffraction
According to the k · p Hamiltonian near an NP, e.g. kNP+ , the eigen-equation for states on the iso-frequency surface
at the frequency ωNP, i.e. δω = 0, reads
vxδkx
−i vy√
2
δky 0
i vy√
2
δky 0
−i vy√
2
δky
0
i vy√
2
δky −vxδkx

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H˜(δkxy) = vxSˆzδkx + vySˆyδky
ψ˜ = −δkz
voddz 0 00 vevenz 0
0 0 voddz
 ψ˜.
(73)
Using the transformation Rˆ = diag(1,
√
vevenz /v
odd
z , 1) and replacing δkz → −i∂z, we obtain the effective Schrödinger
equation for the states on the iso-frequency surface:
i voddz
∂
∂z
|ψ〉 = Hˆ(δkxy) |ψ〉 , (74)
with the eigenstate |ψ〉 = Rˆψ˜, and the effective anisotropic 2D spin-1 Hamiltonian:
Hˆ(δkxy) = Rˆ
−1H˜(δkxy)Rˆ−1 =

vxδkx
−i v˜y√
2
δky 0
i v˜y√
2
δky 0
−i v˜y√
2
δky
0
i v˜y√
2
δky −vxδkx
 = vxSˆzδkx + v˜ySˆyδky, (75)
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where v˜y =
√
vevenz /v
odd
z vy =
√
εxx/εyyvy. In addition, we can introduce the spin-1 ladder operators in Sˆx representa-
tion:
Sˆ± = Sˆz ∓ iSˆy =
 1 ∓1/
√
2 0
±1/√2 0 ∓1/√2
0 ±1/√2 1
 , (76)
which raises and lowers a spin quantum number of the eigenstates of Sˆx, respectively,
Sˆ± |s〉 =
√
2− s(s± 1) |s± 1〉 , (77)
where |s〉 represent an eigenstate of Sˆx with spin quantum number (eigenvalue) s, i.e. Sˆx|s〉 = s|s〉 (s ∈ {−1, 0, 1}).
As such, the effective spin-1 Hamiltonian (75) can be rewritten using the ladder operators:
Hˆ(δkxy) =
δk˜(δkxy)
2
(
eiφ(δkxy)Sˆ+ + e
−iφ(δkxy)Sˆ−
)
, (78)
with δk˜(δkxy) and φ(δkxy) denoting the modulus and argument of δk˜eiφ = vxδkx + iv˜yδky. Moreover, the evolution of
a state along the z axis can be explicitly expressed using the evolution operator:
∣∣ψ(z)〉 = exp [ −iz
voddz
Hˆ(δkxy)
]
|ψ0〉 =
I +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
[
−iz
voddz
δk˜
2
(
eiφSˆ+ + e
−iφSˆ−
)]n |ψ0〉 (79)
where |ψ0〉 represents the input state at z = 0. Using the ladder operators, we can obtain the following formulas:
hˆn|0〉 =

2n√
2
(
eiφ|1〉+ e−iφ| − 1〉
)
, (n ∈ odd)
2n|0〉, (n ∈ even),
and hˆn| ± 1〉 =
√
2e∓iφ
(
hˆn−1|0〉
)
, (80)
with hˆ = eiφSˆ+ + e−iφSˆ−. Using these formulas, we can derive the final states evolving from different eigenstates of
Sˆx as input:
exp
[ −iz
voddz
Hˆ(δkxy)
]
|1〉 = 1
2
[
cos
(
δk˜ z
voddz
)
+ 1
]
|1〉 − i√
2
sin
(
δk˜ z
voddz
)
e−iφ |0〉+ 1
2
[
cos
(
δk˜ z
voddz
)
− 1
]
e−2iφ |−1〉 ,
exp
[ −iz
voddz
Hˆ(δkxy)
]
|0〉 = cos
(
δk˜ z
voddz
)
|0〉 − i√
2
sin
(
δk˜ z
voddz
)(
eiφ |1〉+ e−iφ |−1〉
)
,
exp
[ −iz
voddz
Hˆ(δkxy)
]
|−1〉 = 1
2
[
cos
(
δk˜ z
voddz
)
+ 1
]
|−1〉 − i√
2
sin
(
δk˜ z
voddz
)
eiφ |0〉+ 1
2
[
cos
(
δk˜ z
voddz
)
− 1
]
e2iφ |1〉 .
(81)
If we project the final state onto an spin eigenstate
∣∣sf〉 of Sˆx, we obtain the compact form of the transition amplitude
from an input spin state |si〉 to the output state |sf 〉:
〈
sf
∣∣ exp [ −iz
voddz
Hˆ(δkxy)
] ∣∣si〉 = exp [i (sf − si)φ(δkxy)](1
2
) s2f+s2i
2
i|sf−si| cos(δk˜(δkxy)
voddz
z +
pi
2
∣∣sf − si∣∣)+ sisf
 .
(82)
The result reveals that the phase of the output field winds l = (sf − si) times around δkxy = 0. Correspondingly, the
phase on the ring of conical diffraction in the real space forms an optical vortex carrying the charge l = (sf − si) ∈
{0,±1,±2}.
Indeed, the equality of the charge of the generated optical vortex and the difference of the spin quantum number of
finial and initial states reflects the conservation of the generalized total angular momentum during the diffraction
process. Since the effective 2D spin-1 Hamiltonian (75) has anisotropic Fermi velocity in the xy plane, the total angular
momentum is not a conserved quantity of the Hamiltonian. Nevertheless, we can rewrite the Hamiltonian as
Hˆ(δkxy) = vxSˆ
zδkx + v˜ySˆ
yδky = ea
iSˆaδki, (a = z, y, i = x, y) (83)
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with regarding the anisotropic Fermi velocity tensor as the tetard
(
ea
i
)
= v↔f = diag(vx, v˜y) of an anisotropic space.
The corresponding metric tensor of the space is given by
(
gij
)
=
(
δabea
ieb
j
)
= diag(v2x, v˜
2
y). Then we can define a
generalized orbital angular momentum operator for the anisotropic space:
L˜z =
1√
det(gij)
zijr
iδkj =
1√
det(gij)
zijr
igjlδkl =
v˜y
vx
xδky − vx
v˜y
yδkx. (84)
where zij denotes the antisymmetric symbol, (ri) = (x, y). In terms of the coordinate transformation δk˜eiφ =
vxδkx + iv˜yδky where k˜,φ can be viewed as the generalized polar coordinates in the momentum space, we have
∂
∂φ
=
∂ δkx
∂φ
∂
∂δkx
+
∂ δky
∂φ
∂
∂δky
=
(−v˜y
vx
δky
)
∂
∂δkx
+
(
vx
v˜y
δkx
)
∂
∂δky
= i
v˜y
vx
(
i
∂
∂δkx
)
δky − ivx
v˜y
(
i
∂
∂δky
)
δkx. (85)
Therefore, in the momentum representation, the generalized orbital angular momentum operator can be alternatively
expressed as
L˜z =
v˜y
vx
xδky − vx
v˜y
yδkx = −i ∂
∂φ
. (86)
Thus the eigenstates of the generalized orbital angular momentum operator are exactly given by ψl = exp
[
ilφ(δkxy)
]
with l denoting the orbital angular quantum number:
L˜z exp
[
ilφ(δkxy)
]
= l exp
[
ilφ(δkxy)
]
. (87)
In addition, the generalized total angular momentum operator is given by
J˜ = L˜z − Sˆx, (88)
where the negative sign in font of Sˆx is utilized for the sake of the consistent chirality of the spin frame (Sˆz, Sˆy,−Sˆx)
and of the coordinate frame (x, y, z). Then it can be directly verified that the generalized total angular momentum
commutes with the Hamiltonian: [
J˜ , Hˆ(δkxy)
]
= 0. (89)
Therefore, the generalized total angular momentum quantum number j = l−s is conserved during the wave propagation
along the z direction. For an incident state with li = 0 orbital angular momentum and si spin momentum, the output
state satisfies j = lf − sf = 0− si, thus the final orbital quantum number lf = sf − si is determined by the difference
of the finial and initial spin quantum numbers.
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